On finishing my PhD I had the opportunity to teach psychology at the University of Washington and work in the child development laboratory, directed by Sid Bijou. That lab's atmosphere facilitated highly creative work with normal, retarded, and maladjusted children, including some excellent parent training in the child development clinic by Bob Wahler and colleagues.

Bob Peterson was my graduate assistant, and he had worked with Wahler training parents. We agreed to continue this work, but when a real case of a naughty four-year-old with a distraught mother came along, I felt that we should take our parent training out of the laboratory and into the home.

I had worked a year in an excellent child guidance clinic and was convinced that their traditional manner of treating children's problems was largely fruitless. Assessment ('diagnosis') of the problem was done in the clinic —using parents' verbal reports and various tests that had little to do with the problem presented —while the real problem behavior and its causes were in the daily home, school, or community of the child. The clinicians' interventions consisted of little more than patient listening and the making of vague suggestions as to how the parent might behave differently toward the child. And the effectiveness of this treat-ment was evaluated primarily in terms of how the parent said the child was changing, which was probably more influenced by the parent's desire to please the clinician (or terminate treatment), than by the child's real behavior. This whole process of therapy by talking in a clinician's office seemed highly questionable.

Bob and I decided to carry out both the assessment and the treatment in the child's home and to document the results objectively, and Bijou agreed. Edda Schweid, a graduate student, agreed to help us. Our assessment was a 'functional analysis' of the behavior of mother and son, like those in Ulrich, Stachnik, and Mabry, and the intervention was similarly based.

"The results were excellent, and we experimentally demonstrated that they were due to our intervention. We went back and took data 24 days later for three sessions and found the effects lasting. About four years later I talked with the mother by telephone and found that she'd had no recurrence of the problems. Peterson was at least as responsible for the research as I."

This research, along with work by a few others, has led to thousands of parent training programs around the nation, to a greater appreciation for intervening in 'the natural environment,' and to a large body of applied research which accounts for much of the citation of this study. Our following up the case after intervention was over, our measuring some of the mother's behavior, and our direct involvement in the home are other reasons.

"I am now developing a program in which trained, closely supervised foster parents clinically treat a severely maladjusted youth in their own home."

The negative relationship between an 'unmanageable' four-year-old and his mother was systematically assessed and modified in its natural environment, the home, with the mother as 'therapist' and using a functional analysis of the various stimuli and behaviors. Effects were evaluated experimentally, with follow-up 24 days after termination. (The Social Sciences Citation Index® (SSCI) indicates that this paper has been cited over 140 times since 1966.)
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